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High-Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism
A free and pluralistic media landscape can sustain European democracy.

The group, which is fully independent, was established in October 2011 by Vice-President Neelie
Kroes, and is chaired by the former President of Latvia, Professor Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga. The other
members are Professor Herta Däubler-Gmelin, Professor Luís Miguel Poiares Pessoa Maduro and Ben
Hammersley.
The mandate of the group was to draw up a report for the Commission with recommendations for the
respect, protection, support and promotion of pluralism and freedom of the media in Europe. The
findings and recommendations of the Group are now public and are available on this page.
The Commission invited the group to analyse and provide recommendations on issues such as:

limitations to media freedom arising from political interference (state intervention or national
legislation)
limitations to media independence arising from private and commercial interference
the question of the concentration of media ownership and its consequence for media
freedom/pluralism and on the independence of journalists
existing or potential legal threats to the protection of journalists' rights and their profession
in Member States
the role and independence of regulatory authorities
existing or potential measures in favour of quality journalism, ethics and media
accountability, within the respective competences of national, EU and international
authorities.
On January 21 2013, the High Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism presented its final report
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[1], with 30 recommendations: English [1]
, French [2]
and German [3]
.
For any contact, the European Commission provides the secretariat of the Group [4].
See also the public consultations results on:

the independence of the audiovisual regulatory bodies [5].
the Independent Report from the High Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism [6].
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Newsroom [13]

Press Releases [14]

New cooperation agreement between the Commission and Council of Europe on human
rights, democracy and rule of law [15] (01/04/2014)
Opening of accession negotiations with Montenegro on Chapter 10 - Information society and
media [16] (31/03/2014)
Neighbourhood at the crossroads – taking stock of a year of challenges [17] (27/03/2014)

Funding opportunities [18]

Call for Proposals:
[19] (10/09/2013)

European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF2013) (CLOSED)
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Call for Proposals: Study to support the implementation of a pan-European framework on
electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market
(SMART 2012/0001) [20] (14/08/2012)
Call for tenders: Support Services for the Public Sector Information and Open Data policy
(divided in two Lots) - SMART 2012/0107 [21] (03/08/2012)

In the press [22]

A free media needs regulators to be independent [23] (05/03/2014)

Publications [24]

Policy/Legislation: Recommendation on the role of broadcasting media in projecting the
EU and its values [25] (02/04/2014)
Report/Study:
(31/03/2014)

2014 Information society report on Enlargement countries [26]

Policy/Legislation: European Commission Guidelines for EU support to media freedom and
media integrity in enlargement countries, 2014-2020 [27] (21/02/2014)

Promotional Material [28]

Webzine "Build Connect Grow" on Cross-Border Public Services [29] (30/05/2012)
Digital Agenda for Europa: More documents available in all EU languages [30]
(12/07/2010)

Speeches [31]

The frontline of freedom: Defending the open internet and net neutrality [32] (Neelie
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Kroes, Vice-President of the European Commission responsible for the Digital Agenda,
31/03/2014)
Main Messages: Citizens' Dialogue in Sofia [33] (Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the
European Commission, EU Commissioner for Justice, 23/07/2013)
The Future of Media [34] (Neelie Kroes, Vice-President of the European Commission
responsible for the Digital Agenda, 23/04/2013)

News [35]

A free media needs regulators to be independent [36] (05/03/2014)
Inaugural Meeting of the European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services (ERGA)
[37] (04/03/2014)
European Centre for Press and Media Freedom – Results of the 2013 Call for Proposals [38]
(10/02/2014)

Consultation Results [39]

Consultation on the Green Paper "Preparing for a Fully Converged Audiovisual World:
Growth, Creation and Values" - Read the contributions [40] (15/10/2013)
Public consultation on the independence of the audiovisual regulatory bodies - Read the
contributions [41] (16/07/2013)
Public consultation on the Independent Report from the HLG on Media Freedom and
Pluralism – Read the contributions [42] (15/07/2013)

Projects news & results [43]

Projects news & results:
Projects news & results:
(06/06/2012)
Projects news & results:

Communicate with the future [44] (19/06/2012)
Independent ageing: support from interdependent ICT [45]

Digitising our cultural heritage [46] (30/05/2012)
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Audiovisual [47]

Borderless eGovernment - Poznan 2011 (Video on YouTube) [48] (01/03/2012)
Healthier ageing is just a click away [49] (27/01/2012)
New Clip on the MEDIA Programme launched [50] (15/02/2010)
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